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Smart Innovation · Data Integration

About
iMotion Group

iMotion Group was established in 2019 with the 
vision to foster smart innovation and data 
integration to become an all-around leading 
enterprise in the IPC industry. One of our subsid-
iaries, iWaylink Inc., is dedicated to developing 
Android Mobile IPC devices and targets several 
main sectors of the B2B markets including                   
                                                                           iWay-
link is expanding its global reach under the brand 
name “iMotion.”

iMotion Group is ambitious about the advance-
ment of artificial intelligence (AI), big data and 
cloud computing to be utilized in the new AIoT 
business opportunities. With the mission of 
smart link to Android innovation for customers’ 
happiness, iMotion aspires to enable customers 
with innovative and agile AIPC (AI + IPC) 
solutions for an intelligent work experience and 
highest efficiency.

logistics, warehouse, manufacturing etc.
retail,
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About iWaylink Inc.
With an eye on the AIoT (Artificial Intelligence 
of Things) megatrend, iWaylink Inc. sees that 
the Industrial PC (IPC) is heading towards a 
turning point for mobility and intelligence. 
Therefore it grasps this opportunity and 
focuses on the innovation of Android Mobile 
IPC platform, with the goal to create a new 
style of industrial computers in the paradigm 
shift of technological change.

iWaylink is an innovative start-up that brings 
together the best minds in industrial comput-
ers, consumer computers and smartphones. 
The team of iWaylink insists on the spirit of 
quality in industrial computers, and at the 
same time, combines the performance and 
aesthetics of consumer computers, along 
with the mobility and intelligence on smart-
phones, to create the optimal experience for 
mobile workers in all professional fields.

Quick Fact of 
iWaylink Inc.

Parent Company

Headquarters

Taipei, Taiwan 

Manufacturing

Taipei, Taiwan 

Employees

Product Portfolio

Company Strength

Regions Covered
Taiwan, Mainland China, Japan, 
Korea, Europe, SEA Countries, 
United States

‧  Android Innovation in HW and SW total solution

‧  Software Customization by customers’ requests

‧  Design Ability in thin and light form factor

‧  R&D Skills in mechanical engineering and new 

   technology

‧  Flexibility in product spec/sku options

‧  FCST Mechanism for prompt delivery 

103

Mobile Computing, 

Enterprise Tablet,

Data Capture, 

Barcode Printing, 

Software Service 
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Timeline & 
Milestone

Jan. 
iMotion Group 
was established 

Mar.
‧iWaylink Inc. was established 
‧iWaylink acquired BitaTek. co. Ltd.

Mar.
‧Launch of first Android full-touch
    mobile computer: TC601
‧TC601 received Red-dot Design 
    Award

Apr.
Partnering with THLight to 
launch contact history tracking 
solution for Covid-19

Sept.
‧TC601 was deployed to Europe’s tier 1 
supermarket chain
‧TC601 and Glider Master were deployed to 
Taiwan’s leading e-Commerce platform 

Jan.
TC601 was deployed to the 
world’s leading semiconductor 
foundry

Feb.
Launch of first Android 
keypad mobile computer:
MC432

Jun.
Glider Master was deployed to Taiwan’s 
tier 1 convenience store chain 

Oct
Launch of corded 2D 
scanner: SC312

May.
Launch of corded 2D 
scanner: SC111

Jul.
Launch of cordless 
2D scanner: SW111

Aug.
Launch of enterprise 
tablets: PT101/PT801 

Oct.
Launch of barcode printers: 
MP121/MP131 and DP121/DP141

Jan.
Launch of corded 2D 
scanner: SC511

2019

2020

2021

Mar.
MC432 was deployed to 
Taiwan’s tier 1 supermar-
ket chain
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Markets Served 
and Specialized

iWaylink is the pioneer in the innovations of Android mobile computers. Starting with customers, 
we design our products and services to meet the needs of our customers in all domain areas. 
iWaylink’s products, software, services, and solutions are widely adopted in diverse industries to 
help enhance their workforce efficiency and task accuracy. These industries include:

Retails &
 e-Commerce

Logistics & 
Transportation

Warehouse &
Distribution Centers

Manufacturing &
Technology Foundries

With our roots in Taiwan, iWaylink aims to propel the advancement and evolution of the ecosys-
tem in more and various industries. 
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Product Portfolio

Mobile Computing

Enterprise Tablet

Data Capture

TC601
(Full-Touch)

MC432
(Keypad)

PT101PT801

SW111

SC312

SC511

SC111
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Barcode Printing

Contact history tracking solution for Covid-19

GMS Certification

MP121 MP131 DP121 DP141

Software Service

Solution 

Auto BackupFOTA MDM RDM

Employees wear BLE beacons on 
their work badges.

1

iMotion TC601 receive the position 
information of BLE beacons.

2

Get a analysis report of a specific 
employee’s contact history .

3
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The customer, Taiwan’s tier 1 convenience 
store chain, was using 10” windows tablets in 
its inventory checking process, which were 
too heavy and inconvenient to hold for their 
front-line workers’ long time use. More than 
that, the tablets that the customer originally 
used were running Windows OS and Micro-
soft stopped the updates on Windows 
Embedded and mobile operating systems 
starting from 2020. The customer immedi-
ately needed an upgrade on their work tools, 
a thin and light handheld device with barcode 
scanning function and physical keypads, and 
therefore it found iWaylink and decided to 
adopt Glider Master for their inventory man-
agement.

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

Glider Master, a compact and portable 
device with keypads 

Superior barcode scanning performance 

Diverse accessories including the hand 
strap, shoulder strap and protective boot 
based on the customer’s requirements 

Provides in-house software professionals 
to help integrate the devices and the 
customer’s existing system

Provides extended warranty support 
beyond competitors

1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /

5 /

Successful
Use Cases

Retail and e-Commerce
iWaylink successfully deployed Glider Master to 
the tier 1 convenience store chain in Taiwan. 

Successor: MC432Glider Master
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The customer is the tier 1 supermarket chain 
in Europe and with global presence, which is 
facing a shopping trend called BOPIS (Buy 
online, pickup in-store) due to the Covid-19 
pandemic. It needs a lightweight yet durable 
handheld device with barcode scanning 
function to accelerate sales clerks to find the  
items that consumers ordered online. 
Furthermore, the device needs to come with 
a mechanical keyboard to fit the European’s 
user behavior, along with customized 
software integration to sync the device with 
the mechanical keyboard, making the data 
flow smoothly. Therefore, it adopted TC601 in 
its stores and “Click and Collect” Points. 

Retail and e-Commerce
iWaylink successfully deployed TC601 to
the tier 1 Supermarket Chain in Europe.

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

TC601, a thin and light handheld device 
with superior barcode scanning perfor-
mance 

A delightful user experience on Android

Provides in-house R&D professionals to 
help develop the mechanical keyboard to 
fit the European’s user behavior

Provides in-house software professionals 
to customize the software for synchroni-
zation between the device and the 
mechanical keyboard

1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /

+ =
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The customer, the tier 1 supermarket chain in 
Taiwan, is in its digital transformation journeys. 
It has transformed the traditional image into a 
modern one in just several years, and now 
moving toward to a new mobile shopping era. 
By rolling out the mobile payment first, the 
customer has been ambitiously eyeing on the 
online shopping and e-commerce. Therefore, a 
tool with mobility becomes prominent to be 
deployed in its entire business operation. Need-
ing to deal with the transition from Windows to 
Android, it found iWaylink and decided to adopt 
MC432 in its stores, warehousing and distribu-
tion centers etc. 

Retail and e-Commerce
iWaylink successfully deployed MC432 to
the tier 1 Supermarket Chain in Taiwan.

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

MC432, a rugged mobile device with 
physical keypads

Device comes with enlarged touchscreen, 
customized scanner, replaceable battery, 
and hand strap hooks to provide superior 
application flexibility

The latest Android 10 operating system

Provides in-house software professionals 
to optimize the device software and 
related applications

1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /
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The cutomer’s fleet drivers previously used 
3.5” mobile devices during pick-up and deliv-
ery, however the 3.5” screen was not big 
enough for their daily use. They need a porta-
ble device with a larger screen to help 
manage and track assets on the road. The 
device also has to support real-time fleet 
monitoring and communication among 
drivers to ensure information updated. Thus 
the customer found iWaylink and adopted the 
compact Glider Master in its fleet manage-
ment. 

Logistics and Transportation
The dominant leader of e-Commerce in Taiwan adopted iWaylink’s Glider Master for 
its fleet management.

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

Glider Master, a compact and rugged 
device with larger screen

Superior barcode scanning performance

Compete accessories to fit the customer’s 
needs

Provides in-house software professionals 
to help integrate the devices and the 
customer’s existing MDM system, further 
to enhance the system’s performance and 
efficiency

1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /

Successor: MC432
Glider Master
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The customer was in the transition from 
traditional warehousing management to the 
paperless one. Therefore it needs a thin and 
light device with large, full-touch screen to be 
deployed in its multiple warehouses and 
distribution centers. Apart from the device, it 
needs the device to be seamlessly bridged 
and synchronized with its existing inventory 
system, and also being well-connected and 
having visibility into all the assets, people and 
processes at all times. The customer found 
iWaylink and adopted TC601 in its new ware-
housing management system. 

Warehouse and Distribution Centers
The dominant leader of e-Commerce in Taiwan adopted iWaylink’s TC601 for its 
warehouse management.

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

TC601, a thin and light yet rugged device 
with large, full-touch screen 

Superior and accurate barcode scanning 
performance

Provides in-house R&D professionals to 
help bridge the devices with the custom-
er’s existing warehousing management 
system, and also help enhance the WIFI 
connection between the devices and the 
onsite network

1 /

2 /

3 /
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The customer needs a 6-inch full-touch 
smartphone with barcode scanning function 
to be deployed for its production line man-
agement, materials quality control and work-
force communication. Besides, a compatible 
stylus is needed for the engineers to use in 
clean rooms due to glove operation. iWaylink 
has a dedicated Android team to help devel-
op the required device, accessories and 
customized software therefore wins the large 
order from the customer.  

Manufacturing and Technology Foundries
The world’s leading semiconductor foundry adopted TC601 for its production line 
management, materials quality control and workforce communication in Taiwan 
foundries.

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

TC601, a thin and light yet rugged device 
with smartphone function

Superior and accurate barcode scanning 
performance

Provides in-house software professionals 
to help customize and integrate the 
devices and the customer’s existing MDM 
system

Provides in-house R&D professionals to 
develop the compatible stylus and related 
accessories

1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /
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The customer, the tier 1 telecom operator in 
Taiwan, was using a keypad PDA with traditional 
DOS system for its inventory management. Due 
to the old fashion equipment and narrow screen, 
most of its staff had experienced inconvenience 
while operation and the scanning data quality 
were not good as well. Therefore, the customer 
chose iWaylink to implement TC601 across its 
nearly 400 stores in Taiwan in response to the 
replacement of old equipment and the update of 
inventory system. TC601 comes with a large 
screen, sensitive full-touch display to help the 
store associates to quickly search for goods and 
manage the sales and inventory data. More of 
that, the TC601 is equipped with a high-end CPU 
and the latest Android system which can enable 
the customer’s proprietary APPs to run smooth-
ly, greatly enhancing the employees’ work 
efficiency. In order to manage a large number of 
store locations, iWaylink also assists the 
customer in deploying the MDM system, allow-
ing the customer to centrally control the authori-
ty of devices and remotely update the system. 
Through the superior software and hardware 
integration, iWaylink helps the customer to seize 
business opportunities in facing the technology 
trends of digitization, mobility and intelligence.

Field Service
Taiwan’s Tier 1 Telecom Operator Has Adopted TC601 for Its In-store Customer 
Service and Inventory Management across Hundreds of Stores. 

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

TC601, a thin and rugged mobile comput-
er with large touch screen for expanded 
viewing area

The latest Android 10 operating system

Provide in-house software professionals 
to help integrate the devices and the 
customer’s existing system for a smooth 
operation 

Come with a powerful scan engine to 
accurately identify various types of 
barcodes among complex and diverse 
mobile phone brands

Long product life cycle to ensure stable 
supply

1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /

5 /
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The customer is transportation bureau of a 
local city government, needing an industrial 
rugged smartphone with the barcode scan-
ning function for the ticket issuing process of 
on-street parking. Due to the working scenar-
io of exposing to strong sunlight, under heavy 
rain or while riding motorcycles, the product 
must support touch mode and sunlight 
readable, as well as a high degree of durabili-
ty such as drop proof, waterproof and 
dustproof. The customer finally chose TC601 
as a tool for the official duties, and combined 
with the MDM system for deployment, 
customization and management. In addition, 
iWaylink also provided a complete set of 
accessories including straps and bumpers to 
ensure the devices are highly protected. 
Through the strong durability, superior panel 
technology and highly integrated computing 
and scanning capabilities, TC601 is greatly 
elevating and advancing the convenience and 
smoothness for the mobile workers’ daily 
duties.

Field Service
TC601 Empowers the Local City Government for its Ticket Issuing Process of 
On-street Parking.

What iWaylink OffersWhat the Customer Needs

TC601, a thin and rugged mobile comput-
er with large touch screen and sunlight 
readable display

Equipped with superior barcode scan 
engine

A complete set of accessories to fulfill the 
customer’s needs

Provides in-house software professionals 
to help integrate the devices and the MDM 
system to enhance employees’ productivi-
ty 

1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /
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iWaylink Inc.
6F.,No.288,Sec.6,CivicBlvd.,Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 
110, Taiwan

Mail : sales@iwaylinkcorp.com
TEL : +886 2 8979 5055
https://www.imotiongroup.com


